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Introduction

• While partial nephrectomy (PN) remains the 

standard of care for definitive management of 

small renal masses (SRMs; ≤4 cm), ablative 

technologies are an alternative to surgical 

management.

• Radiofrequency ablation (RFA) has been 

compared to PN showing cancer specific 

survival for PN and RFA to range between 

95% to 100% at the pT1a stage.1

• Stereotactic body radiation therapy 

(SBRT) is an emerging treatment in the non-

surgical management of SRMs. SBRT is 

locally effective and associated with low 

toxicity rates.2  

• Currently, there is no high-level evidence 

comparing SBRT to RFA.

Methods

• Prospective randomized parallel-controlled 

trial

• Eligible patients with biopsy-confirmed RCC 

scheduled for treatment of SRMs

• Patients randomized 1:1 to RFA or SBRT

• Recruitment goal N=24 

• Single academic tertiary center

• Protocol: biopsy at baseline, imaging and 

follow-up at 3, 6, 9, 12 months post-

procedure; biopsy and imaging at 12 months; 

5-year follow-up

• RFA – performed percutaneously with two 

cycles of 8-minutes each.;150W of power to 

reach average ablative temperature of 105oC

• SBRT – single image-guided treatment 2 

weeks following simulation session; total 

dose of 25 Gy

Results

Conclusions

24 patients 
recruited

11 SBRT

11 
received 
treatment

13 RFA

8  received 
Treatment

2 ineligible for 
treatment

1. Wheelchair-bound 
and not eligible for 
either treatment

2. Lesion not amendable 
to RFA

3 awaiting 
treatment

• First patient recruited Jan 2020; last patient 

recruited July 2021

• 19 months to reach N=24

• 100% of eligible patients consented

Characteristic All (N=24) SBRT (n=11) RFA (n=8)

Age [median(range)] 67 (53.85) 67 (59,61) 67 (62,75

Sex (male) 17 8 8

Race Caucasian=23

Other=1

Caucasian=10

Other=1

Caucasian=8

Baseline pathology ccRCC=17

pRCC (1)=6

chromophobe=1

ccRCC=7

pRCC (1)=3

chromophobe=1

ccRCC=5

pRCC (1)=3

Stage of disease T1a = 24 T1a = 11 T1a = 8

Procedure length in 

minutes (mean, ±SD)

15.5±7.4 21.3±6.2 10.5±3.9

• A larger prospective randomized 

parallel-controlled trial of RFA vs. 

SBRT is feasible and safe

• Minimal adverse events noted thus far

• Results have shown good oncological 

control at follow-up biopsy and 

imaging

• COVID-19 pandemic slowed 

recruitment rate due to decreased 

research activity at our center

• Plan to launch a large multicenter trial

Objectives

• To determine the safety and toxicity of RFA 

vs. SBRT for SRMs 

• To evaluate the feasibility of performing 

larger trial

• 1 SBRT patient had grade 2 pain flare-

up

• 2 SBRT patients underwent12-month 

biopsy demonstrating no residual 

tumor

• 2 patients (1 SBRT, 1 RFA) have had 

repeat imaging at 9 months 

demonstrating no recurrence or 

metastatic disease
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